Atkinson Hyperlegible

Atkinson Hyperlegible is a typeface created in partnership with Braille Institute. It has been developed specifically to increase legibility for readers with low vision, and to improve comprehension.

Named for the founder of Braille Institute, Atkinson Hyperlegible is a traditional grotesque sans-serif at its core. It departs from tradition to incorporate unambiguous, distinctive elements—and at times, unexpected forms—always with the goal of increasing character recognition, and ultimately improve reading.

Braille Institute is a nonprofit organization that embraces the unique challenges of sight loss and low vision, and rejects perceived limitations.

04
Four fonts, including two weights, in both roman and oblique

1,340
One thousand, three hundred, and forty total glyphs across all fonts

335
Three hundred and thirty-five glyphs per font

Äēš
Accent characters supporting twenty-seven languages
Recognizable Footprints  
Character boundaries clearly defined, ensuring understanding across the visual-ability spectrum

Differentiated Letterforms  
Similar letter pairs are differentiated from each other to dramatically increase legibility

Unambiguously Characters  
Increase legibility for people with low vision or poor reading comprehension

Exaggerated Forms  
Clarify potential misreadings

Opened Counterspace  
Defines open spaces better

Angled Spurs  
Increase recognition and define distinctive style

Circular Details  
Links to the history of Braille Institute and braille dots

Complete Character Set  
335 glyphs per weight
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